Abstract-In this note, we propose new receding horizon control (RHHC) schemes for linear input-constrained discrete time-invariant systems with disturbances. The proposed control schemes are based on the dynamic game problem of a finite-horizon cost function with a fixed finite terminal weighting matrix and a one-horizon cost function with timevarying finite terminal weighting matrices, respectively. We show that the resulting RHHCs guarantee closed-loop stability in the absence of disturbances and norm bound for 2-norm bounded disturbances. We also show that the proposed schemes can easily be implemented via linear matrix inequality optimization. We illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed schemes through simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Receding horizon control (RHC) is a closed-loop strategy, where the control is obtained by minimizing the cost function at each sampling time, thus enabling finite horizons to be considered. For this reason, RHC has been widely investigated as one of the easiest ways to handle input/state-constraints [1] , [2] , disturbances [3] , time-varying tracking commands [4] , [5] , etc.
Many systems have both input/state-constraints and disturbances. These constraints and disturbances often adversely affect performance and stability. Although many methods for handling either constraints or disturbances can be found in the literature, there have been very few stabilizing controls that handle both constraints and disturbances. One way to attenuate the effect of disturbance is to minimize an 1-norm of the transfer function from disturbance to the controlled output, i.e., guarantee a H 1 norm bound for systems with disturbances. Recently, the paper [6] attempts to systematically guarantee a H 1 norm bound for systems with constraints and disturbances. However, the proposed algorithm in [6] is very difficult to implement for multiple-input and multiple-output systems since its complicated design parameters must be selected manually. Thus, it will be very interesting to investigate how to easily implement a stabilizing control that guarantees the H 1 norm bound for systems with constraints and disturbances.
In this note, we propose two control schemes for linear input-constrained discrete time-invariant systems with disturbances, which are based on the dynamic game problem of a finite horizon cost function with a fixed finite terminal weighting matrix and a one-horizon cost function with time-varying finite terminal weighting matrices, respectively. The controls from the proposed schemes are called receding horizon H 1 controls (RHHC) in this note. We show that the first RHHC under some additional implicit condition and the second RHHC guarantee closed-loop stability in the absence of disturbances and H 1 norm bound for linear input-constrained systems with disturbances. We also show that the proposed schemes can easily be implemented by using linear matrix inequality (LMI) optimization as in [7] . In implementing the schemes, we also suggest how to obtain a unique saddle-point solution. We illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed schemes through simulations. (2) subject to the input constraint 0u lim Guu() u lim ; = i; i + 1; . . . ; i + N 0 1 (3) where J(i; i + N) (3) can be converted to the equivalent optimization problem Minimize U(i) (i) (5) subject to 
When N = 1, V1(i), V0(i), and V2 are replaced by V1(i) = 2x Note that (12) is very easy to handle in linear quadratic (LQ) problems in which = 1 and w(i) = 0 as shown in [1] and [2] .
From this discussion, we can state closed-loop stability of the RHHC with w(1) = 0 as follows.
Theorem 2: Assume that the pair (A; C) is detectable, and Q f and satisfy (9)- (11) for some H. If (2) subject to (3) is always feasible and (12) is satisfied when w(i) = 0 for all times, then system (1) Since we cannot consider (12) explicitly in the proposed scheme, closed-loop stability is not guaranteed by the proposed RHHC. However, our simulations show that the proposed RHHC satisfies (13) and (14) in many cases.
In Section III, we propose another RHHC scheme, which handles (12) directly and thereby guarantees closed-loop stability and feasibility.
III. STABILIZING ONE-HORIZON RHHC
Consider the following dynamic game problem:
subject to
and (21) and (22) (10) and (11), respectively. In order to investigate closed-loop stability, we introduce a well-known lemma.
Lemma 2: [9] Assume that there exist Q f (i), , H(i), and 2 (i) satisfies the input constraint (3). Based on Lemma 2, we suggest the following important theorem for closed-loop stability. d) At the next time i, repeat procedure b) and c). Although the second part of b) is not used when w(i) = 0 and initial states are small, it allows us to get the one-horizon RHHC even in the presence of large disturbances and initial states. Our simulations show that the resulting one-horizon RHHC satisfies the cost monotonicity (13) and H 1 norm bound (14) in many cases, even though (23) is sometimes not satisfied. Note that the proposed one-horizon RHHC scheme cannot consider more than one horizon; however, it can deal with (12) directly and thereby guarantees closed-loop stability and feasibility.
In the next section, we illustrate the proposed schemes via simulation examples. For the RHHC scheme, we obtain Q f and H by using the "feasp()" function in the LMI Toolbox [7] . To illustrate the proposed schemes, we put three types of disturbances into the system during two thirds of the simulation time: the first is chosen from a uniform distribution on the interval (01:0; 1:0); the second is set to a constant value 2; and the third is the sum of the first disturbance and (01) For comparison, we consider the receding horizon linear quadratic control (RHC), which is obtained from the RHHC scheme with = 1.
Although page limit restrictions only allow us to show the result for the first type of disturbance in Fig. 1 , the simulation results show that the RHHC when N = 1 and = 1 outperforms the RHHC when N = 2 and = 1:5, the one-horizon RHHC when = 1:2, and the RHC with = 1. In these examples, all the resulting RHHC's satisfy (13) and (14) and perform better with a smaller . Condition (23) does not affect the performance. Note that the RHHC in [6] is very difficult to design even for this simple model. For the scalar system and disturbance (w(i) = (01) i 0:4) used in [6] , the proposed RHHC when N = 1 and = 100 has nearly the same performance as the RHHC when
Finally, note that for many cases, the proposed schemes seem to satisfy the saddle-point value monotonicity (13) and the H 1 norm bound (14) even in the presence of large disturbances or initial states.
V. CONCLUSION
In this note, we proposed new RHHC schemes, which guarantee closed-loop stability in the absence of disturbances and H 1 norm bound for linear input-constrained discrete time-invariant systems with disturbances. The control schemes are based on the dynamic game problem of a finite-horizon cost function with a fixed finite terminal weighting matrix and a one-horizon cost function with time-varying finite terminal weighting matrices, respectively. We show that the proposed schemes can easily be implemented by using LMI optimization. In implementing the schemes, we suggest how to obtain an unique saddle-point solution. The effectiveness of the proposed schemes is illustrated by simulations. The proposed RHHC and one-horizon RHHC schemes are simple practical methods to implement stabilizing H 1 controls for inputconstrained systems with disturbances. The proposed schemes can be extended to various constrained H1 problems.
APPENDIX

A. Derivation of (6) and Proof of Lemma 1
Using the variables defined in (8) 
